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CAN timing analysis beyond bus load
CAN will keep playing a major role in future automotive network development
– and CAN timing analysis has become a core competence. We take a look at
the most important use cases.

M

odern cars contain 50 and more electronic control
units (ECUs) that execute a variety of classical and
novel functions in all domains: engine control systems,
body electronics, active suspension, electro-mechanical
steering, adaptive cruise control, and the latest advanced
driver assistance systems (ADAS). These functions are
realized through large amounts of software and a host of
complex sensors and actuators that exchange more communication data than ever before. Over the years, the electric/electronic (E/E) architecture has become something
like an in-vehicle IT infrastructure for the realization of innovative functions, with the communication network at its
core. And despite the introduction of higher-bandwidth
protocols Flexray and Ethernet, CAN still plays (and will
play, especially with CAN FD) a dominant role.

only be released when we have approved all changes.
Otherwise, we must go back one step, change and optimize the placement of new signals into the existing configuration, and re-approve that change. The approval step is
a critical one. A bad decision here might falsely reject reasonable changes or worse, result in the release of a network specification that does not work.

Timing analysis beyond bus load

Therefore, leading car manufacturers such as BMW, Daimler, Volkswagen, General Motors, Fiat Chrysler, and many
others have established systematic real-time assessments
of their network configurations that go far beyond the overly simplistic bus load approach. In fact, the bus load is easy
to calculate: divide the message length by the message cycle time, then add these values over all messages, and fiIncremental, evolutionary network design
nally divide the result by the bit speed of the bus. Spreadsheet tools do this easily and approval metrics such as “no
Network architectures are constantly being modified and
more than 50 % bus load” are easy to apply. However, the
extended. With every new function or function update, adbus load criterion has crucial limitations. First, it only conditional data signals must be integrated for the next versiders cyclic frames in a proper manner but
sion of a car model. These new signals are
has difficulties in capturing the dynamic beeither placed in existing CAN messaghavior of event-triggered frames. And seces (if there are sufficient bits left) or new
ond, the bus load criterion does not supCAN frames with suitable CAN IDs and cyport network designers in selecting good
cle times. Such extensions and modificasignal-to-frame mappings and CAN IDs,
tions appear continuously as new functions
simply because these decisions have close
are developed. At predefined dates (for into zero impact on bus load calculations. To
stance every six months) the network araddress this critical weakness of the bus
chitecture team (usually a dedicated entiload approach, the mentioned companies
ty at each vehicle manufacturer) integrates
have done a paradigm change towards
all modifications and releases a new netmore expressive timing metrics where the
work configuration to be used in future protiming behavior of individual signals and
duction car models. In other words, the netmessages are the focal point.
works grow evolutionarily. Once set, the
The response time analysis is among
signals, their mapping, and the CAN IDs
the most important metrics. The response
and cycle times are usually not changed
time of a message is the time that elapsin later updates. This ensures compatibilies between the queuing time of the mesty with existing components.
sage in the sending ECU until the reception
Another important requirement is that
of the last bit at the receiving ECU (see
the real-time capability of the network and Figure 1: The frame
Figure 1). This way, the response time is a
its configuration must be maintained. New response time is measured
real, physical timing attribute of the travelsignals must not distort the existing signals starting when the message
ing bits and bytes, and it covers the arbitrabeyond their critical limits in terms of sig- is queued in the sender’s
tion delay (the time until a message “wins”
nal latencies and message cycle time jit- CAN driver buffer until
the arbitration), which has a dominant efters. This means that for every change or the transmission of the
fect on the latency of lower-priority CAN
change request, we must ensure that the last bit to the ECU2 has
messages and all contained signals (see
timing is not compromised by that change. been completed
Figure 2).
Moreover, the entire network update can (Photo: Symtavision)
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release approval. BMW requires message response times
(and subsequently the latency of all contained signals) not
to exceed a certain portion of the message cycle time. Fiat
[2] has published the same approach with two criteria: the
cycle time is used as the hard deadline which must never
be broken, and a 20 % cycle time is used as the soft deadline for which violations can be accepted at a certain statistical percentage.

Model-based CAN timing analysis
with Symta/S
Figure 2: Timing diagram of CAN network with focus on
arbitration delays (in red) (Photo: Symtavision)
This arbitration delay varies dynamically. It is very
short (or zero) when a message is sent via an empty (or
idle) bus, and it can be very long during a burst of highpriority CAN traffic. These variations lead to varyingly effective (or observed) cycle times of individual messages,
also called message jitters. If these latencies and jitters
become larger, the receiving functions process signal data
of different age. And if these variations become too large,
the functions cannot run correctly any longer.
BMW has recently published a survey about its timingenhanced E/E development process [1], which contains
a detailed response time analysis at two important process steps: the change request approval and the network

One crucial precondition for the effectiveness of these
approval metrics is that they must be applied before the
change requests are accepted and essentially before a
new CAN configuration is released. Otherwise, we are unable to detect latency and jitter violations and incorrect
system behavior before the integration testing, which is
far too late. In other words, we must be able to predict or
calculate the expected message latencies based on the
configuration alone, without having the test data. And while
the bus load can be calculated easily, response time calculations are complex and require tool support. Therefore,
many leading car manufacturers including BMW and Fiat
use Symtavision’s timing analysis tool Symta/S as part of
the response time analysis for their approval process, illustrated in Figure 3.
SymTA/S takes the CAN configurations as input in formats such as DBC or Autosar XML (system template), runs
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Figure 3: Timing analysis and approval in incremental
network design (Photo: Symtavision)
simulations (and optionally a mathematical worst-case
analysis) of the timing behavior, determines the relevant
message response times, and outputs two-level reports:
◆◆ A quick go/no-go (or green-yellow-orange) report indicates the general real-time feasibility of the given network configuration,
◆◆ A more detailed report visualizes the response times
and the fulfillment of the requirements (deadlines and
jitter constraints) and provides direct feedback for
promising adjustments and optimizations.
Additionally, the model-based timing analysis lets us
run before/after comparisons of all involved signals and
messages. This lets us track the response times over the
network architecture lifecycle so that we can detect bottlenecks early and take appropriate counter measures.

Reserves for future extensions
This brings us to the next application of CAN timing analysis, which can be seen as a virtual variant of the two aforementioned ones: the estimation of future extensibility. It is
clear that with every signal that we add to an existing CAN
configuration, we reduce the probability that any more signals can be added in the future. As part of a systematic lifecycle management, we should therefore keep track
of the remaining reserves. And we should do so not only
in terms of currently unused bus load. This would provide
us with only little practically relevant information because
we usually do not add a percentage of load, but rather we
add signals. Therefore, the question is: How many signals
of which type and cycle time can we add to the CAN network without breaking the existing requirements? In other
words: How robust (or sensitive) is the current configuration against future changes?
We can answer this question by making certain assumptions on future change requests (for instance, one
50-ms message with a 4-byte payload from each ECU on
the bus) and then (virtually) check if such a CAN network
would still meet all timing requirements. If it does, we have
proven that additional signals can be added as long as
they are compatible with our assumptions. If not, we know
that the remaining reserves are less than what we have
asked for. Evaluating different sets of assumptions (that
differ in signal size and cycle time, and CAN ID ranges)
provides us with additional acceptance criteria for newly
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arriving change requests. It is obvious that a timing analysis based on a model (and not its realization) is ideal for
such types of virtual “what-if” evaluations.
In practice, we observe two slightly different versions of this use case. The first one generally handles all
real change requests according to the incremental design use cases explained above, and afterwards determines the future extensibility mainly for tracking reasons.
The other one already includes the additional, virtual
change requests before the real change requests are
evaluated, thereby approving any change only if it keeps
the remaining reserves above a certain limit. The best
choice depends a bit on the overall network strategy and
usually must be discussed individually.

Major network architecture update
So far, we have focused on the detailed CAN timing analysis in the context of an evolutionary, incremental network
development process, which can be found at almost every OEM today. Powerful timing analysis tools are highly valuable and have become standard process components for three key steps: the approval (or rejection) of
individual CAN network change requests, the timing verification of a new CAN network release, and the estimation of future extensibility. These are the most commonly found use cases for CAN timing analysis. The last use
case becomes relevant when there are no more reserves
for changes and a major update of the network architecture is needed.
Sooner or later, the lifecycle of any evolutionary network architecture will come to an end, at the latest when
all buses are “full” and any added signal will compromise
the real-time behavior and break the communication.
In this situation, more fundamental (and revolutionary)
changes to the network architecture are needed, beyond
message layouts and CAN IDs. Among the most popular
of such changes are:
◆◆ Complete redesign and optimization of the bus configuration (signal-to-frame mapping, CAN IDs),
◆◆ Change mapping of functions in order to reduce the
communication volume on the bus, then a redesign of
the network configuration,
◆◆ Switch from CAN to CAN FD for all or some ECUs,
◆◆ Introduction of several CAN segments, linked/bridged
together by existing or new ECUs with two or more
CAN connections,
◆◆ Use of parallel buses between ECUs with two CAN
connections,
◆◆ Redesign of the entire E/E architecture (and the use
of FlexRay and/or Ethernet for high-bandwidth segments or backbone network).
While all strategies gain some headroom, reduce
the bus load, and lead to shorter bus message response
times, they differ in their collateral consequences such
as development time, deployment cost, and signal latencies, which can also increase when for instance gatewaying is added. The actual choice of the strategy for
such a major update usually depends on more aspects,
not only timing but also strategic, manufacturer-specific decisions. What all manufacturers have in common,
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however, is that they must ensure sufficient real-time capabilities of any new network architecture. For this, they
can again use the response time analysis tools they already know from other use cases. Vehicle manufacturers usually explore more than one architecture strategy
before they make the final decision. And with a
systematic timing analysis process in place, they can
also evaluate each architecture candidate from a timing
perspective. Daimler has presented timing-enriched
E/E architecture exploration from the time they
introduced Flexray [3]. The Symta/S timing analysis for
CAN and Flexray was an integral part of the presented
process.
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CAN and Ethernet
And what about Ethernet? Ethernet was first introduced
as a separate overlay architecture for the bandwidth-demanding video and object recognition functions of ADAS.
CAN still plays its role as the protocol of choice for costefficient and reliable in-vehicle signal communication for
the classical domains. In the future, we will likely see Ethernet links with some backbone functionality, transferring signal PDUs between the CAN domains. Interestingly, this will make the CAN timing more complex, at least
for the cross-domain traffic because the CAN-to-Ethernet and Ethernet-to-CAN gateways add delays to the
signals that must be considered. Symta/S, as the leading network timing analysis tool for automotive, already
supports CAN, Flexray, LIN, Ethernet, and gateway
timing analysis.
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